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ABSTRACT
We present numerical simulations modeling the orbital evolution of very wide binaries, pairs of
stars separated by over ∼103 AU. Due to perturbations from other passing stars and the Milky Way’s
tide, the orbits of very wide binary stars occasionally become extremely eccentric, which forces close
encounters between the companion stars (Kaib et al. 2013). We show that this process causes a
stellar collision between very wide binary companion stars once every 1000–7500 years on average in
the Milky Way. One of the main uncertainties in this collision rate is the amount of energy dissipated
by dynamic tides during close (but not collisional) periastron passages. This dissipation presents
a dynamical barrier to stellar collisions and can instead transform very wide binaries into close or
contact binaries. However, for any plausible tidal dissipation model, very wide binary stars are an
unrealized, and potentially the dominant, source of stellar collisions in our Galaxy. Such collisions
should occur throughout the thin disk of the Milky Way. Stellar collisions within very wide binaries
should yield a small population of single, Li-depleted, rapidly rotating massive stars.
1. INTRODUCTION
Until very recently, it has been assumed that physi-
cal collisions between stars can only occur within a few
unique environments in our Galaxy. First, it has been
shown that stellar collisions can take place in the dense
cores of globular clusters (Hills & Day 1976). Early
works considered only collisions due to encounters be-
tween two single stars. However, it was later shown
that collision rates can be substantially higher if reso-
nant encounters between a single and binary or between
two binaries are considered (Hut & Verbunt 1983). In
these binary encounter scenarios, an unstable triple sys-
tem is temporarily formed, and the triple members can
closely approach one another and physically collide be-
fore the system completely dissociates (Leonard 1989).
It is estimated that the Milky Way’s globular cluster
population yields one stellar collision every ∼106 yrs
(Perets & Kratter 2012).
One other area of the Milky Way in which star-star
collisions are thought to occur is very near the Galac-
tic center. Observations of the stellar populations found
very near the Galactic center have revealed that there
is a notable paucity in K-giant stars (2–8 M⊙ AGB
stars) (Alexander 1999). One potential explanation in-
voked to explain this depletion is that stellar collisions
are common in the innermost ∼0.2 pc of the Galaxy
(Bailey & Davies 1999). Such massive stars are large
collisional targets, and it has been shown that a colli-
sion can cause the outer layers of the massive star to be
expelled, leaving behind a tight (but dim) binary consist-
ing of the other colliding star and the stripped K-giant
(Bailey & Davies 1999). However, a typical K-giant will
require 109−10 yrs to undergo a collision, which is longer
than their lifetimes, and thus it is not clear if the unusual
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stellar population near the Galactic center is a true sig-
nature of collisions.
Very recently, two new stellar collision sources have
been proposed that greatly increase the potential for stel-
lar collisions throughout the Milky Way. Both of these
are centered around the dynamics of triple star systems.
In the first scenario, triple star systems become unsta-
ble due to the mass loss of one of the evolving member
stars (Perets & Kratter 2012). In the ensuing instabil-
ity, triple members can pass quite close to each other
before any stars are ejected from the system. Because
the evolving star is likely an AGB star, it represents a
very large collision target. Thus, collisions between the
AGB star and one of the other main sequence stars can
take place often. Perets & Kratter (2012) estimate that
evolving triple star systems yield one such stellar colli-
sion every ∼104 yrs in the Milky Way. Because triple
stars are found throughout our galaxy, this is the first
work suggesting that stellar collisions could regularly oc-
cur within Milky Way field environments.
The second stellar collision scenario also involves triple
star systems. In this case, at least one of the stars is
undergoing Kozai-Lidov oscillations (Katz & Dong 2012;
Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962). Collisions arise because the
maximum eccentricity (or minimum periastron) of Kozai-
Lidov oscillations is not fixed with time, but instead
varies when higher order terms of the gravitational po-
tential are included. This effect can be further en-
hanced when mass loss due to stellar evolution is included
(Shappee & Thompson 2013). Moreover, the periastron
shift per orbit can be substantially larger than a stellar
radius, which diminishes the chance of tidal circulariza-
tion before collision occurs (Kiseleva et al. 1998). While
Katz & Dong (2012) focus on collisions between white
dwarfs within triple star systems and demonstrate that
they are plausible, they do not calculate the rate of main
sequence stellar collisions in such systems. Because main
sequence stars are larger relative to the periastron change
per orbit during Kozai-Lidov oscillations, tidal circular-
ization may be more important for these stars, and it is
not clear what the main sequence stellar collision rate is
2in such systems.
Both of these new collision sources are consequences of
the fact that the orbital paths of the stellar members of
a triple star system are not fixed with time. Thus, stellar
orbits explore phase space until they sometimes reach a
collisional configuration. However, this type of evolution
is not confined to triple star systems. Some binary star
systems should also have this property. While tight bi-
naries (for our purposes, mean stellar separations below
∼103 AU) are unaffected by perturbations from their lo-
cal galactic environment, this is not true for very wide
binaries (a > ∼103 AU). Torques from the Milky Way’s
tide and impulses from other passing field stars contin-
ually change the periastron of very wide binary orbits
(Oort 1950; Heisler & Tremaine 1986; Jiang & Tremaine
2010; Kaib et al. 2013). This evolution often causes bina-
ries to undergo brief phases of very low periastron, forc-
ing close passages between companion stars. Recently
it was shown that the low-q excursions of very wide bi-
nary star systems can regularly trigger the disruption of
planetary systems orbiting the member stars (Kaib et al.
2013). Disruptions of solar system-like planetary systems
occur when the periastron falls below ∼100 AU, which
is quite common. However in much more extreme in-
stances, the periastron of very wide binaries could ap-
proach values as small as a stellar radius, and collisions
between stellar companions could occur.
In this work, we determine the rate that very wide
binary star systems are driven to periastron values com-
parable to a stellar radius. Based on this, we predict the
rate of stellar collisions within very wide binary star sys-
tems. Our work is organized into the following sections:
Section 2 describes the numerical methods we employ to
model stellar collisions within very wide binaries. Section
3 presents the results of these numerical simulations and
predicts the stellar collision rate in the Milky Way due
to very wide binaries. Section 4 outlines an analytical
understanding of the collision process and an estimate
of the collision probability of very wide binary stars. In
Section 5 we discuss a potential observational signature
of collisions within very wide binaries, and finally, we
summarize our work in Section 6.
2. NUMERICAL METHODS
2.1. Initial Conditions
We use a simple symplectic algorithm to integrate the
orbital evolution of 5 × 105 different very wide binary
star systems for 10 Gyrs. To increase computing effi-
ciency, these systems are split into batches of 1000 bi-
naries. In these 1000-binary batches, each binary is as-
sumed to have the same primary star mass, whose mass
is randomly drawn from a mass function of the present
day solar neighbourhood (Reid et al. 2002). Once the
primary mass is chosen, the secondary mass for each of
the 1000 binaries is drawn separately from a uniform
mass distribution between 0.1 M⊙ and the primary mass
(Raghavan et al. 2010). With the stellar masses of the
binaries decided, we next assign orbits to each of the
binaries. Semimajor axes are randomly selected from a
log-uniform distribution between 103 and 3 × 104 AU
(O¨pik 1924; Poveda et al. 2007). The rest of the orbital
elements are drawn from an isotropic distribution.
2.2. External Perturbations
Our binaries are perturbed by the tide of the Milky
Way’s disk as well as impulses from other passing field
stars. For the Milky Way’s tide, we employ a model
containing both radial and vertical terms (Levison et al.
2001). This tidal model implicitly assumes that the sys-
tems being simulated (very wide binaries in our case) are
on fixed circular orbits about the Galactic center. In this
tidal model, the vertical term is approximately an order
of magnitude stronger than the radial term at the Sun’s
galactocentric distance (∼8 kpc), and the strength of this
term is set by the local density of matter in the disk. In
the Sun’s case, the gas disk and the stellar disk of the
Milky Way make roughly equal contributions to the local
galactic density of matter (Just & Jahreiß 2010). How-
ever, the scale height of the gas disk is approximately
three times less than the stellar disk (Just & Jahreiß
2010). As a result, most stars in the Milky Way lie fur-
ther away from the Milky Way’s midplane than the Sun,
and the local galactic matter surrounding them will ac-
tually be dominated by the stellar component. Because
of this, we assume the density of matter is dominated by
stars when calculating the strength of the Galactic tide
in our binary simulations. At r = 8 kpc, we assume the
total local galactic density is 0.04 M⊙/pc
3.
The other external perturbation we must model is the
effect of field star passages. Rather than modelling these
with direct integrations, we employ the impulse approxi-
mation (Rickman 1976). For our binary systems, this is a
perfectly acceptable approximation since the orbital peri-
ods of even our a = 103 AU systems are much longer than
the encounter timescales of the vast majority of relevant
and/or plausible stellar passages. To generate individual
stellar passages, we employ a method similar to that used
in studies of the Oort Cloud (Rickman et al. 2008). Stel-
lar masses are selected from the observed local mass func-
tion (Reid et al. 2002), and encounter velocities are se-
lected from the observed mass-dependent stellar velocity
dispersions seen in Hipparcos data (Garc´ıa-Sa´nchez et al.
2001). The rate of encounters for each stellar mass cat-
egory is set by the local dispersion and spatial density
observed in Hipparcos for that particular mass range.
Rather than generating and applying a unique set of
stellar encounters to each one of our 5 × 105 binaries,
we instead reuse the same set of stellar encounters 103
times. New sets of stellar encounters are only generated
for each batch of 103 binaries mentioned in the previous
section. Thus, our simulations only use 500 different sets
of stellar encounters.
In addition to modelling the orbital evolution of bi-
naries in the Sun’s region of the Milky Way disk, we
also simulate binaries at four other galactocentric dis-
tances: two that are closer to the Galactic center and
two further away. Each galactic position is separated by
one disk scale length (∼2.6 kpc (Juric´ et al. 2008)) from
the others. The only thing that changes in these simu-
lations is the strength of the Galactic tide and the en-
counter rate of passing field stars. These are modulated
by decreasing or increasing the local density according
to ρ = ρ0e
r/rL , where rL is the Milky Way disk’s scale
length and ρ0 is the approximate density of stellar matter
near the Sun’s galactocentric distance (∼0.04 M⊙/pc3).
When modeling external perturbations in other regions
3of the Milky Way’s disk we do not vary the stellar disper-
sion. As shown in Sections 3.1 and 4.1, as long as stellar
encounters remain in the impulsive regime, the collision
probability within wide binaries is not strongly depen-
dent on field star encounter velocities. The physical rea-
son for this is that although an increase in dispersion
increases the total number of stellar encounters, they be-
come weaker on average, since their encounter timescales
are shortened by the increased encounter velocities.
2.3. Dynamic Tides
When stars pass very near one another, we must ac-
count for the dissipation of orbital energy via dynamic
tides. Our understanding of this process remains very
uncertain. Consequently, we choose to employ a very
simple treatment of this dissipation for each periastron
passage (Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker 1986).
In this model, the secondary star deposits energy into os-
cillations of various spherical harmonics of index l within
the primary:
∆El =
(
Gm21
R1
)(
m2
m1
)2(
R1
q
)2l+2
Tl(η) (1)
where m is stellar mass, R is stellar radius, q is perias-
tron, and the subscripts refer to the primary and sec-
ondary star. Tl is a dimensionless parameter that de-
pends on the stellar masses and radii as well as q. The
values of Tl are of the same order for different l as long
as the periastron and stellar parameters are fixed. Thus,
as long as q/R1 & 3 there is less than a ∼1% error if
we neglect the higher order terms and only calculate the
l = 2 (quadrupole) and l = 3 (octopole) terms. In our
simulations, T2 and T3 are calculated during each perias-
tron passage and the resulting energy change is applied
instantaneously at periastron passage. (The energy that
the primary star deposits into the secondary is also calcu-
lated and applied of course.) Our dissipation calculations
are incorrect for q/R1 < 3, but as Figure 3 shows, none
of these systems ever actually collide since tidal circular-
ization begins near q/R1 ≃ 5.
The values of the Tl terms also depend on the assumed
internal structure of the star. The fiducial model we
employ assumes all stars to be n = 3 polytropes. Be-
cause n = 32 polytropes are more applicable to low-mass
stars, we also rerun our simulations assuming these poly-
tropes instead (Lee & Ostriker 1986). As we will see in
our results, our collision rates are nearly unaltered be-
tween these two models. The reason is that the mod-
est variation in Tl values for different polytropes is over-
whelmed by the steep drop of the quadrupole and oc-
topole terms with q. We refer readers to the original
texts describing these models for the details in calcu-
lating Tl terms (Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker
1986). It should be noted that n = 3 polytrope model
in Press & Teukolsky (1977) contains arithmetic errors
corrected in Lee & Ostriker (1986).
2.4. Numerical Algorithm
Our binaries are integrated using a simple symplectic
scheme for 10 Gyrs, roughly the age of the Milky Way
thin disk. In this kick-drift-kick scheme, the secondary is
drifted along a Keplerian orbit about the primary for a
timestep τ (typically τ = 550 yrs). In between these drift
timesteps, the acceleration due to the Galactic tide is ap-
plied as well as any impulses from passing field stars. As
stated previously, we run batches of 103 binary systems,
all sharing the same primary star and external pertur-
bations. This scheme of shared primaries and stellar en-
counters greatly enhances our computing efficiency, with
only a marginal loss in statistics since we still run 100
different batches of 103 binaries for each galactic posi-
tion.
2.5. Flagging Collisions
In our simulations we define a stellar collision at any
point that a binary passes through periastron, and the
periastron value is below the combined physical radii of
the primary and secondary stars. Although stellar radii
vary with mass, metallicity and age, there is an approxi-
mate linear one-to-one relationship between stellar mass
and radius between 0.1 and 1.0 M⊙ (Bayless & Orosz
2006). Based on this, we assume that our simulated stars
have radii according to the following empirical relation-
ship:
R∗(R⊙) = 0.0324 + 0.9343m∗(M⊙) + 0.0374m
2
∗(M⊙).
(2)
These radii are used in calculating collision rates as well
as calculating the tidal dissipation described in previous
sections.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
To measure the probability of stellar collisions within
very wide binaries, we simulate the evolution of 5 × 105
very wide binary systems under the influence of their lo-
cal galactic environments. Although collisions are rare,
we find that they do occur. Figure 1A shows one exam-
ple of a simulated collision involving a 0.40 M⊙ primary
and a 0.18 M⊙ secondary. This binary begins with a
semimajor axis (a) of 104 AU and a periastron (q) near
2000 AU. Perturbations from the Galactic tide and pass-
ing field stars dramatically alter this binary’s periastron.
After 2.2 Gyrs, it exceeds 3000 AU, but by t = 4.85
Gyrs periastron is driven to an extremely low value of
∼10−3 AU. This is less than the combined stellar radii
of the binary members, and the two stars collide during
the subsequent periastron passage.
Orbits causing star-star collisions occupy a tiny frac-
tion of possible binary orbital parameter space. Conse-
quently, the rate of stellar collisions among a sample of
very wide binaries depends on how quickly their orbits
explore this space, and this depends on the strength of
the Galactic tide and passing star impulses. The strength
of these perturbations is governed by the local density of
matter in the Galaxy, which is a function of radial and
vertical position in the Milky Way’s disk. Thus, to esti-
mate the overall rate very wide binary companions col-
lide, we model these systems in several different galactic
environments. Our modelling results are shown in Figure
2. Here the evolution of 105 very wide binary systems
is modeled for 10 Gyrs at 5 different local galactic den-
sities, corresponding to midplane disk positions between
∼3–13 kpc from the Galactic center. Figure 2 shows that
the galactocentric distance (local density) modulates col-
lision rates among very wide binaries by nearly an order
4Fig. 1.— The periastron (solid) and semimajor axis (dashed) of
two different very wide binaries vs. time. The shaded region marks
the companion stars’ combined radii. Radius values are inferred
from the observed stellar mass-radius relation (Bayless & Orosz
2006). A: A stellar collision occurs in this system at t = 4.85
Gyrs. B: Dissipation from dynamic tides prevent these stars from
colliding. For illustrative purposes this example is followed until
complete tidal circularization using an equilibrium tidal dissipation
model below a < 100 AU (Bolmont et al. 2012) (see Section 3.1.1
for additional tide details). In real systems the transition between
dynamic and equilibrium tidal dissipation will be much smoother
than that shown here.
of magnitude. From these results, we predict wide bina-
ries in our Galaxy have a median probability of 1 in ∼500
of yielding a stellar collision. Assuming a 5% very wide
binary fraction for stars, we predict one collision every
∼103 years in the Milky Way from these results.
This first batch of simulations did not include tidal in-
teractions between binary members. When stars come
within a few stellar radii of each other they exert enor-
mous mutual dynamic tidal forces that dissipate energy
and shrink the binary orbit (Press & Teukolsky 1977;
Hut 1981). This smaller binary orbit can render galactic
perturbations ineffective at causing collisions, since these
perturbations only affect very weakly bound (widely sep-
arated) binaries. Tides therefore can decrease the stel-
lar collision rate and instead produce close binaries from
wide binaries. An example of this evolution is found in
Figure 1B, which shows a simulation including a sim-
ple dynamic tidal dissipation model (Press & Teukolsky
1977; Lee & Ostriker 1986). Here, a binary has its perias-
tron driven to ∼0.02 AU, roughly three times the binary
members’ combined radii. At such small periastron, tidal
forces rapidly dissipate orbital energy, decreasing the bi-
nary’s semimajor axis from 8000 AU to ∼100 AU in just
seven periastron passages. Galactic perturbations can-
not alter the periastron of such a tight binary, and the
orbit continues to shrink at roughly fixed q without col-
liding. This raises the surprising possibility that very
wide binaries ultimately produce a significant fraction of
close or contact binaries.
Fig. 2.— The collision probability of simulated binary stars
(with 1-σ error bars) is plotted against their local stellar densi-
ties (ρ⊙ ≃ 0.04 M⊙/pc3). Simulation batches with four differ-
ent types of tidal dissipation are shown: no dissipation (solid),
our fiducial dissipation that models stars as n = 3 polytropes
(Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker 1986) (dashed), dissipa-
tion modelling stars as n = 3
2
polytropes (Lee & Ostriker 1986)
(dash-dot), and our fiducial dissipation scaled up by 10 orders of
magnitude (dotted). The plotted stellar densities are converted to
a galactocentric distance assuming R⊙ = 8 kpc, a Milky Way thin
disk scale length of 2.6 kpc (Juric´ et al. 2008), and stellar positions
near the midplane. Collision probabilities are converted to colli-
sion rates assuming the thin disk contains 1011 stars, and 5% are
very wide binaries (Dhital et al. 2010; Le´pine & Bongiorno 2007).
The shaded band marks the approximate median environmental
density of stars in the Milky Way’s thin disk.
Thus, there exists a “tidal barrier” to collisions. If
companion stars undergo a close enough encounter to
activate tidal dissipation, a collision is avoided. To as-
sess the impact of dynamic tides on collision rates we
rerun the dissipationless simulations in Figure 2 em-
ploying the dynamic tide model from Figure 1B. Al-
though more sophisticated dynamic tide models exist
(e.g., Chernov et al. 2013; Ivanov et al. 2013), this sim-
ple treatment broadly gauges the importance of tidal
dissipation. As Figure 2 shows, tidal dissipation signif-
icantly decreases very wide binary collision rates. For
our median environmental density, collision probability
decreases from 1 in ∼500 to 1 in ∼1300, or one collision
every ∼2500 years in the Milky Way.
Tidal dissipation becomes important when the energy
dissipated in a single periastron passage approaches the
binary orbital energy. This is demonstrated in Figure
3A. Here we show the cumulative distribution of perias-
tron passages during one orbit before a collision occurs.
In our dissipationless simulations, the majority of collid-
ing binary members first pass within a few stellar radii
of one another before colliding on the next orbit. How-
ever, the cumulative distribution from our tidally dis-
sipative simulations shows that most of these collisions
should never actually occur. For a collision to occur in
our tidally dissipative simulations, the companion stars
must never pass within 5 radii of each other before the
collision-causing periastron passage. Figure 3B shows
that this is in fact the periastron at which the energy
dissipated by tides in a single periastron passage is com-
parable to very wide binary orbital energies. Thus, the
edge of the “tidal barrier” sits near 5 stellar radii.
Our understanding of dynamic tidal dissipation re-
5Fig. 3.— A: Cumulative distributions of periastron values that
colliding wide binaries have one orbital period before collision. Pe-
riastron is calculated in terms of the mean stellar radius for each
system. Distributions are shown for four different tidal dissipa-
tions: no dissipation (solid), our fiducial dissipation that models
stars as n = 3 polytropes (Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker
1986) (dashed), dissipation modelling stars as n = 3
2
polytropes
(Lee & Ostriker 1986) (dash-dot), and our fiducial dissipation
scaled up by 10 orders of magnitude (dotted). The shaded region
marks periastron values resulting in stellar collisions. B: For our
fiducial tidal dissipation (Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker
1986), the ratio of the energy dissipated by tides during a single
periastron passage to the orbital energy of a “typical” very wide
binary is plotted against periastron. Our “typical” binary orbital
energy assumes both stars have masses of 0.4 M⊙ and a = 104 AU.
mains extremely uncertain, and we must consider how
much further collision rates are suppressed if our tidal
model underestimates dissipation. Although dynamic
tides prevent ∼60% of the collisions in our dissipation-
less simulations, Figure 3A shows that many collisions
come from a very long tail of binaries that never undergo
close encounters before colliding. Because tidal dissipa-
tion falls off rapidly with encounter distance, suppressing
a substantial portion of remaining collisions requires ex-
tremely powerful tidal dissipation. For instance, Figure
3A shows that decreasing the collision rate by another
factor of ∼2 requires a tidal barrier beyond at least 20
stellar radii. According to Figure 3B, this would im-
ply our fiducial tidal dissipation model is incorrect by at
least 10 orders of magnitude! Thus, the collision rates in
our work will not drastically change if our tidal model is
remotely close to reality.
To demonstrate this, we rerun the dissipationless simu-
lations two additional times using alternative tidal mod-
els. Our fiducial tidal model approximated stars as n = 3
polytropes, a reasonable assumption for stellar masses &
1 M⊙. In our first rerun, we instead employ a tidal model
approximating stars as n = 32 polytropes (Lee & Ostriker
1986), which is well-suited for lower stellar masses. As
shown in Figure 2, this change makes almost no differ-
ence in collision rates. Further, Figure 3A shows that
the position of the tidal barrier is nearly unaltered, since
both models’ dissipation falls so steeply with distance.
In our final rerun, we employ a wildly dissipative model
that is simply our fiducial model scaled up by 10 orders
of magnitude. Even with this extreme dissipation, many
collisions from the long tail of Figure 3A still occur, and
we predict very wide binary companions collide once ev-
ery ∼7500 years in the Milky Way.
With any plausible tidal dissipation, very wide bina-
ries generate a stellar collision once every ∼1000–7500
years in the Milky Way, potentially making them the
dominant source of collisions in our Galaxy. For com-
parison, evolving triple star systems yield one collision
per 104 yrs in the Galaxy, while the Milky Way’s globu-
lar clusters’ combined collision rate is one per ∼106 yrs
(Perets & Kratter 2012). Considering both very wide bi-
naries and triple stars, it appears that nearly all stellar
collisions occur in the Milky Way field, which until re-
cently had been considered devoid of collisions.
3.1. Effect of Stellar Encounter Velocity
In most of our simulations we keep the local stellar dis-
persion fixed when generating stellar passages in our sim-
ulations. In reality, the dispersion increases nearer to the
Galactic center and decreases further away, and the typi-
cal field star encounter velocity can actually vary by over
an order of magnitude throughout the Milky Way disk
(Veras et al. 2013). However, the exact dependence of
local stellar dispersion on galactocentric distance is very
uncertain and model-dependent (Brasser et al. 2010). In
Section 4.1 we will demonstrate that the rate of peri-
astron change in a very wide binary is independent of
the local stellar dispersion as long as stellar encounters
remain in the impulsive regime.
Here we compliment this with an additional set of
numerical experiments showing that the rate of stellar
collisions within very wide binaries is relatively insensi-
tive to the local stellar dispersion and is instead mostly
set by the local stellar density. Modeling the formation
of the Oort Cloud at different galactocentric distances,
Brasser et al. (2010) assume that the local stellar velocity
dispersion scales as (8/RG)
0.92, where RG is the galacto-
centric distance measured in kpc. In our additional simu-
lations, we employ this model, scaling the Rickman et al.
(2008) stellar encounter dispersions as a function of the
galactocentric distance of our simulated binaries. This
scaling causes the local stellar dispersion to vary by over
a factor of 4 between our simulated binaries closest to the
Galactic center and our outermost simulated binaries.
The collision rates seen in these new simulations are
compared against our fiducial simulations in Figure 4
(both sets of simulations contain the same tidal dissipa-
tion prescription). As can be seen, the collision rates
in both sets of simulations are very similar as a func-
tion of galactocentric distance. The simulations with a
variable local stellar dispersion may have a slightly en-
hanced encounter rate in the interior of the Galaxy, but
this variation is dwarfed by the sensitivity to tidal dissi-
pation seen in Figure 2. Thus, we can conclude that the
stellar collision rates determined in our work are fairly
independent of our assumptions of the typical field star
encounter velocity.
6Fig. 4.— The collision probability of simulated binary stars (with
1-σ error bars) is plotted against their local stellar densities (ρ⊙ ≃
0.04 M⊙/pc3). Simulations using a fixed local stellar dispersion
(solid line) are compared against those using a stellar dispersion
dependent on galactocentric distance (dashed line).
3.2. Formation of Compact Binaries via Tidal
Circularization
Figure 1B shows that instead of colliding, many binary
companions pass close enough to each other that their or-
bital energy is rapidly dissipated by dynamic tides. In
this example, a binary’s semimajor axis is shrunk from
8000 AU to less than 100 AU in just seven periastron
passages. Unlike the illustrative case displayed in Figure
1B, we normally stop following the evolution of bina-
ries with a < 100 AU for computing efficiency reasons.
In addition, at small a our technique of applying an in-
stantaneous tidal dissipation at periastron becomes ques-
tionable, and binaries also transition from the dynamic
tidal regime to the equilibrium tidal regime at small a.
However, these binaries’ semimajor axes will continue to
shrink below what is modelled in our typical simulations.
This raises the prospect that some very wide binaries can
eventually be transformed into very tight contact bina-
ries.
A simple estimate of the encounter distance necessary
for this transformation can be made calculating the rate
that dynamic tides can change a binary’s semimajor axis.
In our idealized simulations, the energy dissipation due
to dynamic tides, ∆E(q), is applied instantaneously at
periastron passage. The level of dissipation in our fidu-
cial tidal model depends only on stellar mass, radius, and
periastron and is independent of semimajor axis. The
energy dissipation rate is therefore given by the orbital
period of the binary if the periastron remains constant.
This yields the following rate of change in semimajor
axis:
a˙ =
1
pim1m2
(
m1 +m2
G
)1/2
a1/2∆E(q). (3)
From this expression, we can then calculate the time re-
quired for dynamic tides to transform a binary from an
initial semimajor axis (ai) to a final semimajor axis (af ):
tc =
2pim1m2
∆E(q)
(
G
m1 +m2
)1/2 (
a
1/2
f − a1/2i
)
. (4)
Fig. 5.— Estimate of the tidal circularization timescale for a
very wide binary with m1 = m2 = 0.4 M⊙ and a = 104 AU
as a function of periastron for our fiducial dynamic tide model
(Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker 1986). Periastron is plot-
ted in terms of the binary’s mean stellar radius. In this case,
R¯∗ = 0.4 R⊙.
If ai ≫ af we can ignore the af term on the righthand
side of Equation 4 and obtain a simple estimate of the
tidal circularization timescale.
Assuming a “typical” very wide binary configuration of
m1 = m2 = 0.4 M⊙ and ai = 10
4 AU, we calculate this
circularization time as a function of binary periastron for
our fiducial tidal dissipation model (Press & Teukolsky
1977; Lee & Ostriker 1986) in Figure 5. This plot allows
us to estimate the maximum contribution that very wide
binaries can make to the population of compact binary
systems in our Galaxy. We see that for q beyond 10
stellar radii the circularization timescale is greater than
the age of the Galaxy. This therefore requires periastron
to be below ∼7 stellar radii for tidal circularization to
be possible. However, this estimate also assumes that
periastron is fixed. The minimal importance of af in
Equation 4 demonstrates that most of the circulariza-
tion time is spent at large a. Consequently, if tc is large
there is plenty of time for field star encounters to alter
the periastron during the tidal circularization process.
Sometimes these encounters could push the periastron in-
ward, speeding up tidal circularization, but others could
pull the periastron beyond 7 stellar radii and freeze the
process. Figure 3 shows that no stars passing within ∼5
stellar radii of each other later go on to collide. This
suggests that for q . 5R¯∗ tidal circularization proceeds
fast enough that periastron will remain nearly constant
during this process. We can therefore consider q ≃ 5R¯∗
to be the periastron threshold inside which tidal circu-
larization efficiently takes place.
As mentioned previously, the intent of our simulations
is to study star-star collisions, and they are not fully
equipped to model the evolution of binaries down to very
tight configurations. However, we can estimate the max-
imum contribution using our numerical results. To do
this, we assume that every binary that tidally evolves
to a ≤ 100 in our simulations is destined to become
a contact binary. Based on this, we can estimate the
maximum probability that very wide binaries evolve into
contact binaries.
We calculate these probabilities in Figure 6. We
7Fig. 6.— The maximum contact binary formation vs the local
stellar density for our simulated very wide binary systems. Error
bars correspond to 1-σ Poisson uncertainties. The stellar density
is written in terms of the Sun’s local stellar density, ρ⊙, which we
assume to be 0.04 M⊙/pc3. This is then converted to an approxi-
mate midplane galactocentric distance on the upper axis. The grey
shaded band marks the median local stellar density for thin disk
stars assuming a disk scale length of 2.6 kpc. Assuming a very
wide binary fraction in the Milky Way of 10%, we also plot the
predicted contact binary fraction from this formation mechanism
on the right axis.
see that the contact binary formation probability is of
course dependent on the dynamic tidal dissipation we
employ in our simulations as well as the local stellar
density, which controls how often binaries are cycled
into very eccentric orbits. For our fiducial tidal model
(Press & Teukolsky 1977; Lee & Ostriker 1986), we find
that there is a median probability of 0.17% that a very
wide binary will evolve into a contact binary. If we
then optimistically assume that 10% of stars reside in
very wide binaries, we predict that 1 in ∼6000 stars
will reside in contact binaries through our mechanism.
In contrast, modern surveys of contact binaries find
that there is one contact binary for every 300–500 main
sequence stars in the solar neighborhood (Rucinski 2002;
Gettel et al. 2006). In our fiducial tidal model case, our
mechanism falls about an order of magnitude short of ex-
plaining the contact binary fraction even with optimistic
assumptions. In fact, even our extreme tidal model,
which almost certainly overestimates the degree of tidal
circularization, cannot explain the observed contact
binary fraction. Although very wide binaries likely con-
tribute to the formation of contact binaries, there must
be more efficient formation mechanisms such as Kozai
oscillations with tidal friction within triple star systems
(Kiseleva et al. 1998; Eggleton & Kiseleva-Eggleton
2001; Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007). Nevertheless, we
find it very surprising that there exists a potential
pathway for the very widest known binaries to evolve
into the very tightest binaries.
3.2.1. Equilibrium Tidal Evolution
As stated previously, we typically only consider the
effect of dynamic tides (Lai 1997; Ivanov & Papaloizou
2004) on the evolution of wide binaries. We apply an
instantaneous kick in energy at periastron passage in the
relevant binaries (see Section 2.3). This approximation
is valid for very wide orbits with eccentricities close to
unity, but breaks down as the stars approach each other.
In that situation, we must consider the regime of equilib-
rium tidal evolution. Here we do so for a few illustrative
systems.
Equilibrium tides account for the deformation of each
of the binary stars by the other’s gravitational poten-
tial. The torques associated with tidal bulges, combined
with energy dissipation within each star, act to change
the binary orbit (Darwin 1879; Hut 1981; Eggleton et al.
1998). Equilibrium tides act to shrink and circularize
very eccentric binary orbits like the ones we consider.
The total angular momentum is conserved during tidal
evolution. Assuming the orbital angular momentum L to
be the dominant component of the total angular momen-
tum budget, a wide binary that is tidally interacting will
be transformed into a close binary on a circular orbit
with a semimajor axis of twice the periastron distance q.
This is because L ∝
√
a(1− e2) =
√
q(1 + e) and e ≈ 1
for these binary orbits.
We calculate the late-stage evolution of a set of tidally-
interacting wide binaries using an integrator employing
an equilibrium tide model (Bolmont et al. 2012). The
code uses the so-called “constant time-lag” model (Hut
1981; Eggleton et al. 1998). The binaries are composed
of equal-mass components with masses of 0.4 M⊙ and
corresponding radii of 0.412 R⊙. The stars are attributed
dissipation values assuming pseudo-synchronous rota-
tion with small obliquities (Hansen 2010; Bolmont et al.
2012), although we note that stellar dissipation rates are
poorly-constrained. We simulate nine binaries, each with
an initial semimajor axis of 99 AU but initial periastron
distances from 2.5 to 9 stellar radii. As in Figure 1B, we
assume that the transition from dynamic to equilibrium
tides occurs at a =100 AU. In reality, there will be a
smoother transition between the two regimes.
Figure 7 shows the outcome of the integrations. As
expected, the orbits of the binaries are circularized at
twice the initial periastron distance. The timescale for
the evolution depends sensitively on q0. Whereas the ini-
tially near-grazing binary with q0 = 2.5R∗ has its orbit
circularized in ∼105 years, binaries with q0 > 6 − 7R∗
require hundreds of millions to billions of years for their
orbits to be circularized. Of course, this evolution is
strongly dependent on the stellar parameters, in partic-
ular the dissipation rates within each star (Hut 1981;
Eggleton et al. 1998). Nonetheless, Figure 7 gives a rea-
sonable order of magnitude estimate for the equilibrium
tidal evolution timescales of these binaries.
4. AN ANALYTICAL UNDERSTANDING
4.1. Dependence on Binary Semimajor Axis
In our simulations, we model the orbital evolution of
binaries with semimajor axes between 103 AU and 3×104
AU. Here we calculate the collision probability of a very
wide binary as a function of its semimajor axis. Much of
this derivation is nearly identical to the calculation of the
flux of comets into the inner solar system from various
regions of the Oort Cloud (Hills 1981). The reason these
problems are so similar is because orbital perturbations
from the local galactic environment drive both phenom-
ena. Further, instead of the Jupiter-Saturn barrier that
prevents some eccentric comets from reaching the inner
solar system, our binary systems have a dynamic tidal
barrier whose dissipation prevents some eccentric bina-
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Fig. 7.— Orbital evolution under the effect of equilibrium tides
of a suite of binaries with eccentric orbits. Each binary started the
integration with a semimajor axis of 99 AU but with a different
periastron distance q0. The faster-evolving binaries had smaller
q0. From left to right, the curves correspond to q0 = 2.5, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 times the sum of the stars’ radii. Integrations were
stopped when the binary orbit was circular.
ries from ever reaching a collisional state.
To begin, let’s consider an ensemble of N very wide
binaries. To simplify our problem, let’s initially assume
that these binaries all have the same age, stellar radius,
and semimajor axis. There are three ways to lose systems
from this ensemble: collision, tidal circularization (see
Figure 1B), and ionization from stellar impulses (which
we will ignore for the moment). We have seen from our
simulations that very wide binaries are lost via tidal cir-
cularization if the stars passed within ∼5 stellar radii of
each other in our fiducial model. For a thermalized ec-
centricity distribution, the fraction of orbits in our binary
ensemble with periastron less than 5 stellar radii is
Fq =
10R∗
a
(5)
where a is the binary semimajor axis and R∗ is the typical
stellar radius. We will call this set of orbits the loss cone,
since very wide binaries are lost through tidal circulariza-
tion or potentially collisions if they occupy this orbital
space. Again if we assume that orbits are isotropized,
then 2/5 of these binaries will actually collide rather than
tidally circularize (since a periastron of two stellar radii
or less yields a collision). If binary orbits were distributed
isotropically but did not evolve under external perturba-
tions, this would be the total fraction of our binaries lost
as a function of a. However, these binary orbits are not
static. Consequently, new losses take place every orbital
revolution as binaries with large initial periastron are
perturbed to low periastron states.
Like the Oort Cloud, the pericenter changes in our bi-
naries are driven by perturbations from the Galactic tide
and other passing field stars. However, in our binary
systems we are concerned with extremely tiny perias-
tron values ∼3 orders of magnitude smaller than typical
long-period comet pericenters. In comet dynamics, the
Galactic tide plays a major role in injecting comets into
the inner solar system. However, the periastron change
per orbit due to the Galactic tide approaches zero as q
approaches zero (Levison et al. 2006). Meanwhile, the
tidal barrier requires relatively large shifts in periastron
(∆q ∼ q) for a collision to occur. This renders the Galac-
tic tide ineffective in producing stellar collisions. Thus,
we only need to consider the influence of impulses from
passing field stars to estimate the fraction of binaries that
collide.
In the impulsive regime, the change in velocity a pass-
ing field star imparts on a binary star is approximately
(Hills 1981)
∆v = |∆v1 −∆v2| = 2Gm∗
v∗
(∣∣∣∣b1 − b2b1b2
∣∣∣∣
)
(6)
where v is velocity, b is the closest approach distance of
the passing star, and m∗ is the passing star mass. The
subscripts 1, 2, and * refer to the primary, secondary
and passing star respectively. Averaged over all binary
orbit orientations, 〈|b1 − b2|〉 ∼ r and 〈b1b2〉 ∼ b21 ≡ b2∗.
Further, if e ∼ 1 then 〈r〉 ∼ 1.5a. Therefore,
〈∆v〉 ≃ 3Gam∗/v∗b2∗ (7)
Meanwhile, the orbital velocity of the binary companion
at a distance 〈r〉 is just
vb = (Gµ/3a)
1/2
(8)
where µ is the reduced mass of the binary.
On average, a stellar encounter of a given impact pa-
rameter and velocity will change the orbital velocity of
a binary by ∆v. Again, on average the magnitude of
∆v should be the same for all binaries if they have the
same semimajor axes. The direction of ∆v, however,
will depend on the orientation of the binary relative to
the passing star. Thus, the initial velocity vectors of an
ensemble of randomly oriented binaries will be spread
throughout a smear cone by a stellar passage (where the
cone is centered upon the original velocity vector). The
angular size of this smear cone relative to the initial ve-
locity direction is just
θ =
〈∆v〉
vb
= 9
µvb
m∗v∗
(
a
b∗
)2
(9)
If ∆v ≪ vb then the fraction of all velocity space taken
up by the smear cone is
Fs =
piθ2
4pi
=
27
4
(
m∗
µ
)2(
a
b∗
)4(
Gµ
av2∗
)
(10)
Meanwhile, for an isotropic velocity distribution we
have already calculated the fraction of velocity space oc-
cupied by orbits leading to a collision or circularization
in Equation 5. Thus, we can now calculate the size ratio
of the smear cone to the loss cone as
Fs
Fq
=
27
40
(
m∗
µ
)2(
a
b∗
)4(
Gµ
R∗v2∗
)
(11)
This ratio tells us how much of the loss cone is refilled
with new binaries from a single stellar passage.
9If a loss cone is always filled (Fs/Fq = 1) for an en-
semble of binaries with a given a, then the fractional loss
rate within this ensemble of binaries will just be set by
the orbital period of the binaries and will be
L˙ = Fq
√
G (m1 +m2)
4pi2a3
(12)
Thus, the loss rate (and therefore collision probability)
decreases with increasing binary semimajor axis when
the loss cone is always filled. As the binary semimajor
axis is decreased, the loss rate increases initially since
the orbital period is shorter and Fq is larger for tighter
binaries. However, tighter binaries also become less sen-
sitive to field star perturbations, which are responsible
for refilling the loss cone. As a result, below some crit-
ical binary semimajor axis the loss cone will not always
be filled, and this will act to decrease the loss rate and
probability.
We must therefore calculate how often stellar passages
that are capable of refilling the loss cone for a given
binary semimajor axis are expected to occur. The re-
quired stellar passage strength can be calculated by set-
ting Fs/Fq to 1. Thus, to refill the loss cone Equation
11 requires
(
b2∗v∗
)2 ≤ 27
40
(
m∗
µ
)2(
Gµa4
R∗
)
(13)
Fortunately, the rate of stellar encounters with b2∗v∗ less
than a given quantity is very easy to calculate for a given
stellar environment. This rate is given by
f = pi
(
b2∗v∗
)
n∗ (14)
where n∗ is the local spatial density of stars.
As f gets larger, the binary loss rate increases until
f exceeds the orbital frequency. At this point the loss
cone is “saturated,” and further increases in f will not
yield more collisions. Thus, binaries with the highest
probability of collision are those with semimajor axes
acrit where f exactly equals the orbital frequency. Bina-
ries with larger a will have lower collision rates because
of their longer orbital period and saturated loss cones.
Binaries with smaller a will have lower collision rates be-
cause their loss cone is only occasionally filled.
Setting f equal to the orbital frequency, we can now
solve for the stellar encounter strength that fills the loss
cone once per orbital period for binaries with critical
semimajor axis a = acrit
(
b2∗v∗
)2
=
1
4pi4n2∗
G (m1 +m2)
a3crit
(15)
Now that we have re-expressed the stellar encounter
strength in terms of the local stellar density and acrit
we can substitute this expression into Equation 13 to
obtain
acrit =
[
10
27pi4
R∗
n2∗
µ (m1 +m2)
m2∗
]1/7
(16)
Thus, the binary separation with the maximum loss (and
therefore collision) probability decreases quite slowly
with the local density of field stars (acrit ∼ n−2/7∗ ). More-
over, this critical separation does not depend at all on
the velocity distribution of field stars as long as stellar
encounters remain in the impulsive regime.
Once acrit is determined it is easy to calculate the max-
imum loss probability that a binary can have for a given
stellar environment and mass configuration. This is just
determined by the orbital period of acrit, the size of the
loss cone, and the age of the binary, Tage:
L = 1− (1− Fq)
Tage
2pi
√
G(m1+m2)
a3
crit (17)
We can also calculate how the binary loss probability
changes for binary semimajor axes greater or less than
acrit. When a < acrit the limiting factor is how often
the loss cone is refilled. In this regime loss cone refilling
happens less than once per orbital period, so this portion
of phase space will quickly empty and remain empty until
another stellar encounter refills it. Thus,
La<acrit = 1− (1− Fq)Tagef (18)
where f is given by Equations 13 and 14. As long as
TfFq ≪ 1 this probability can be approximated by
La<acrit = TagefFq (19)
As mentioned above, 2/5 of the binaries that are lost
through our loss cone will do so via collision. Con-
sequently, we only have to multiply Equation 19 by
2/5 to obtain a collision probability P for binaries with
a < acrit:
Pa<acrit = Tagem∗n∗a
√
54pi2GR∗
5µ
(20)
Meanwhile, if a > acrit then the loss cone is always
filled and the limiting factor is how often the binaries
pass through periastron, i.e. the orbital period, Torb. In
this case, Equation 17 yields the fraction of binaries that
collide for a given a:
Pa>acrit =
2
5
[
1− (1− Fq)Tage/Torb
]
(21)
Again, if TageFq/Torb ≪ 1 then this probability is well-
approximated by
Pa>acrit =
2
5
Tage
Torb
Fq =
2Tage
pi
√
G (m1 +m2)R2∗
a5
(22)
Equations 20 and 22 are of course equal for a = acrit.
Thus, the collision probability of any binary can be es-
timated with Equations 16, 20, and 22. These expres-
sions can be further simplified if we assume all stars
(including passing stars and our binary companions)
to have some characteristic mass, m∗. In this case,
m1 = m2 = 2µ = m∗. With this assumption the ex-
pression for the binary semimajor axis with the highest
collision probability becomes
acrit =
(
10
27pi4
R∗
n2∗
)1/7
(23)
while the probability of collision for any binary semima-
jor axis can be found with
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Fig. 8.— The star-star collision probability as a function of bi-
nary semimajor axis predicted by Equations 23–25. This partic-
ular distribution is generated assuming m∗ = 0.4 M⊙, R∗ = 0.4
R⊙, Tage = 10 Gyrs, and n∗ = 0.1 pc−3. With these parameters
acrit = 12740 AU, as indicated by the maximum collision proba-
bility.
Pa<acrit = Tagen∗a
√
108pi2Gm∗R∗
5
(24)
and
Pa>acrit =
2Tage
pi
√
2Gm∗R2∗
a5
(25)
An example of this collision probability is plotted in
Figure 8. In this calculation, we set m∗ = 0.4 M⊙ (the
approximate mean field stellar mass), R∗ = 0.4 R⊙, T
= 10 Gyrs, and n∗ = 0.1 pc
−3 (the approximate spa-
tial density of stars near the Sun). We see in Figure 8
that the collision probability increases linearly with bi-
nary semimajor axis until a = acrit, at which point the
collision probability is roughly 1 in 300. Beyond this, the
collision probability falls off quickly with a−5/2.
This probability distribution can then be integrated to
yield a median semimajor axis for binary collisions as well
as a total probability of binary collisions. We have gen-
erated a distribution like the one shown in Figure 8 for
each of the galactic environments we simulate. Then we
integrate these distributions over log-a space (since we
assume a log-uniform distribution of binary semimajor
axes). The median semimajor axis of colliding binaries
is found where the normalized integral equals 0.5. This
predicted median semimajor axis is plotted as a function
of local field star density in Figure 9. In addition, we in-
clude the median binary semimajor axis found among our
numerically simulated colliding systems in each environ-
ment. As can be seen, the median semimajor axes found
in both our numerical experiments and our theoretical
predictions increase similarly with decreasing local stel-
lar density.
In a similar fashion, we also integrate our probability
distributions over all semimajor axes (in log-a space) to
obtain a predicted total collision probability for our bi-
naries for each galactic environment. These probabilities
are plotted in Figure 10. Here we see that our numeri-
cal results yield significantly lower collision probabilities
than that predicted by Equations 23–25. Moreover the
disagreement becomes worse with denser environments.
Fig. 9.— The median binary semimajor axis of colliding binary
companion as measured in our numerical simulations (blue circles)
and as predicted by the probability distributions given in Equations
23–25 (red triangles). The theoretical predictions are calculated
assuming m∗ = 0.4 M⊙, R∗ = 0.4 R⊙ and Tage = 10 Gyrs.
Fig. 10.— The median binary semimajor axis of colliding binary
companion as measured in our numerical simulations (blue circles),
as predicted by the probability distributions shown in Equations
23–25 (red triangles), and as predicted by the probability distribu-
tions given in Equations 27 and 28, which account for the effects
of binary ionization. The theoretical predictions are calculated as-
suming m∗ = 0.4 M⊙, R∗ = 0.4 R⊙, Tage = 10 Gyrs, and v∗ = 40
km/s.
A major reason for this discrepancy is that the above
analysis neglected the ionization of binaries by field star
impulses. This acts to lower the collision probability be-
cause the binary lifetime can be substantially shortened
via ionization, giving the binary a smaller time window
to produce a collision. Further, this effect is most pro-
nounced in dense environments, where binaries are ion-
ized more quickly.
We can attempt to account for this ionization by us-
ing the approximate formula for the ionization half-
life of very wide binaries subject to stellar passages
(Bahcall et al. 1985)
t1/2 = 0.00233
v∗
Gm∗n∗a
(26)
Assuming binary ionization is governed by exponential
decay, Equations 24 and 25 can be modified to yield bi-
nary collision probabilities that account for the ionization
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of binaries. These modifications yield the following new
expressions for collision probability
Pa<acrit = τn∗a
√
108pi2Gm∗R∗
5
(
1− e−Tage/τ
)
(27)
and
Pa>acrit =
2τ
pi
√
2Gm∗R2∗
a5
(
1− e−Tage/τ
)
(28)
where τ is the decay time constant (t1/2/ ln 2). In Figure
10, we assume v∗ = 40 km/s for the typical stellar en-
counter velocity and overplot the total collision probabil-
ities predicted by our newly modified expressions. There
is a marked improvement in our predicted collision prob-
abilities, especially for dense stellar environments. The
new predicted collision probabilities are now all within a
factor of two of our numerically measured collision prob-
abilities. However, even this treatment does not fully
account for the ionization process. Since it is a slow dif-
fusive process, binaries can diffuse out to larger a over
the course of our simulations without actually being ion-
ized, and Figure 8 indicates that this diffusion to large
a will significantly decrease the collision probabilities of
binaries that remain bound. Nonetheless, we consider
Figure 10 to be a very good match between simulations
and theory given that all binary and passing stars are as-
sumed to have the same fixed mass and that the stellar
encounter velocity is also assumed to be fixed.
4.2. Galactic Tidal Precession vs. Equilibrium Tidal
Precession
As mentioned previously, the Milky Way’s tide is ul-
timately ineffective in driving the periastron of binaries
to collision. The final decrease in periastron during a
collision is always caused by a stellar encounter. How-
ever, the Galactic tide can still play a role in pushing
binaries to the brink of collision before stellar encoun-
ters take over. The direction of periastron change due
to the Galactic tide is set by the value of the argument
of pericenter, ω, that the binary has with respect to the
Milky Way midplane. For most galactocentric distances
(including the ones modeled here), the vertical disk term
dominates over the radial tide component (Brasser et al.
2010). For binary eccentricities near 1 (as in the case of
our colliding binaries), the precession rate of ω under the
vertical component of the Milky Way’s tide in a disk-only
potential is approximately given by
ω˙GT ≃ − 5
√
2Gpi
q (m1 +m2)
ρ0a
2 sin2 ω cos2 i (29)
where q is periastron and i is inclination relative
to the Galactic midplane (Heisler & Tremaine 1986;
Levison et al. 2006).
In addition to the Galactic tide, there are other sources
of orbital precession. These arise from the stars’ tidal
bulges as well as general relativistic effects. If these
sources of precession become comparable to that due
to the Galactic tide, the dynamics of very wide bina-
ries can diverge from that seen in our numerical simu-
lations, since these additional precession sources are not
included in our numerical work. The precession of ω due
to general relativity is given by the following expression
(Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007)
ω˙GR =
3G3/2 (m1 +m2)
3/2
a5/2c2 (1− e2) (30)
Meanwhile, the precession due to the tidal bulges
can be estimated from equilibrium tidal models to be
(Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007)
ω˙tide =
15 [G (m1 +m2)]
1/2
8a13/2
8 + 12e2 + e4
(1− e2)5 ×(
m2
m1
k1R
5
1 +
m1
m2
k2R
5
2
)
(31)
where k is the Love number, R is the stellar radius, and
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the primary and secondary
stars as usual.
To estimate the accuracy of our simulations we can now
compare the magnitudes of the three precession rates
given in Equations 29–31. This is done in Figure 11.
To generate this plot we assume m1 = m2 = 0.4 M⊙,
R1 = R2 = 0.4 R⊙, and k1 = k2 = 0.014 (a typical
estimate for stars (Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007)). In ad-
dition, we set q = 5R∗ = 2 R⊙, since we already know
from our numerical work that dynamic tides dominate
over Galactic tidal effects inside of this periastron dis-
tance. Thus, Figure 11 measures whether binary orbital
precession is dominated by the Galactic tide right up un-
til binary companions collide or tidally circularize.
Figure 11A demonstrates that precession due to the
Galactic tide is at least an order of magnitude faster than
that due to tidal bulges for almost any very wide binary
orbit. The exception is for binaries with a . 3000 AU
that are located in very low density environments. Here
the two precession rates are comparable when binary pe-
riastron is at 5 R∗ (near the dynamic tidal barrier). Fig-
ures 8, 9, and 10 clearly show, however, that this region
of parameter space accounts for only a very small fraction
of the binary collisions seen in our simulations. Similarly
Figure 11B shows a nearly identical situation when com-
paring general relativistic precession with galactic tidal
precession. Only at very low galactic densities and a
near 103 AU are the two precession rates comparable.
Again, this is only considering binary orbits with q = 5
R∗. For more circular orbits, the Galactic tide will be
much more dominant. Thus, we can conclude that for
the vast majority of the parameter space probed in our
numerical simulations it is perfectly acceptable to ignore
the orbital precession due to tidal bulges and relativity.
5. POTENTIAL OBSERVATIONAL SIGNATURE
Within clusters, collision products can stick out as
blue stragglers (Benz & Hills 1987), but the Milky Way
field has no fixed stellar main sequence turnoff to iden-
tify these stars. However, lithium abundance is an-
other potential collision signature (Glebbeek et al. 2010).
Due to sheer numbers, low-mass stars (. 1 M⊙) are
the most likely collision participants. Unlike higher
mass stars which destroy Li very inefficiently, low-mass
stars quickly deplete their primordial Li, and a colli-
sion between two low-mass stars yields an anomalously
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Fig. 11.— A: Contour plot of the ratio of the magnitude of
the binary orbital precession rate due to the Galactic tide to the
precession rate due to stellar tidal bulges as a function of binary
semimajor axis and local galactic density. B: Contour plot of the
ratio of the magnitude of the binary orbital precession rate due to
the Galactic tide to the precession rate due to general relativity
as a function of binary semimajor axis and local galactic density.
In these calculations, ρ⊙ = 0.04 M⊙/pc3, q = 5 R∗ = 2 R⊙,
m1 = m2 = 0.4 M⊙, R1 = R2 = 0.4 R⊙, and k1 = k2 = 0.014.
Li-depleted high-mass star. Further, there is also an
observed correlation between Li abundance and stel-
lar rotation rate, since both are stellar age proxies
(Cutispoto et al. 2003). Most stellar collisions will be
off-axis, forcing collision products to rotate extremely
rapidly immediately after the collision (Lombardi et al.
1996; Sills et al. 2001). (In fact, some may even form new
circumstellar disks (Benz & Hills 1987; De Marco et al.
2004; Sills et al. 2005), raising the possibility of a second
generation of planet formation.) In ∼20% of our sim-
ulated collisions two stars with masses below 0.85 M⊙
collide to yield a merged stellar mass above 1.2 M⊙. In
Figure 2, our fiducial model predicts such collisions occur
once every ∼12000 years, maintaining a small population
of single, rapidly rotating, high-mass, Li-depleted stars
that contradict the observed correlations between these
stellar properties. Meanwhile, conventionally formed
high-mass stars typically have Li abundances 2–3 orders
of magnitude higher than those with masses below 0.85
M⊙ (Ramı´rez et al. 2012). Our predicted population of
collisionally formed high-mass stars should be 500–1000
times smaller than that formed via conventional star for-
mation (Garc´ıa-Sa´nchez et al. 2001). Instances of single,
rapidly rotating, Li-depleted, high-mass stars have been
discovered by stellar surveys (Cutispoto et al. 2003). At
present there is no explanation for such stars, and the
collision mechanism described in our work should be con-
sidered as a potential source.
6. SUMMARY
In this work, we have demonstrated that external per-
turbations from the Milky Way tide and passing field
stars can often drive the stellar orbits of very wide binary
stars through brief phases of very high orbital eccentric-
ity. In extreme instances of this, the periastron of binary
systems can approach values comparable to or less than
a stellar radius, and the two companion stars can phys-
ically collide. Via numerical simulations of this process,
we have found that a typical very wide binary star has a
probability between 1 in 5000 and 1 in 500 of generating a
stellar collision over the course of its life. Assuming that
very wide binaries represent 5% of all stars in the Milky
Way’s thin disk, we predict that very wide binary com-
panions collide once ever 1000–7500 years in our Galaxy,
perhaps making these systems the dominant source of
stellar collisions in the Milky Way.
The main impediment to collisions is dissipation due to
dynamic tides when two companion stars first pass very
near each other without colliding. In these cases, the
energy dissipated by tides can rapidly decrease the bi-
nary’s semimajor axis, which effectively insulates the bi-
nary from additional galactic perturbations. Since these
perturbations are what was driving the evolution of the
binary periastron, this new tighter binary will not yield
a stellar collision. The level of energy dissipation due
to dynamic tides remains poorly understood. However,
when we employ a simple prescription used in many pre-
vious works we find that the collision rate of very wide
binaries is decreased from once per 1000 years to once per
∼2500 years in the Milky Way. Although this tidal model
is uncertain, we find that it is very difficult for tidal dis-
sipation to suppress collision rates to values below once
per ∼7500 years. This is because a significant fraction of
wide binary companions never come within tens of radii
of each other before the periastron passage that results
in collision. Suppressing such collisions would require a
wildly unrealistic model of tidal dissipation.
In systems where collisions are avoided due to tidal
dissipation, the very wide binaries very likely continue
to become tighter and tighter due to continued tidal dis-
sipation. Since periastron is approximately locked in this
process, these binaries are likely destined to eventually
evolve to close or contact binaries. Thus, surprisingly,
there is a dynamical pathway to transform the widest bi-
naries into the tightest ones. However, our fiducial tidal
model predicts that only as many as 10% of contact bi-
naries could be formed through this channel. Thus, most
contact binaries must be formed through another chan-
nel (Kiseleva et al. 1998; Eggleton & Kiseleva-Eggleton
2001; Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007).
Although there is no fixed main sequence in the Milky
Way field, some of stellar collisions will give rise to very
peculiar stars. Because the collision is likely to be off-
13
axis, the merged star must be rotating very rapidly ini-
tially. In addition, low-mass stars have very low Li abun-
dances, and these are our most likely collision progeni-
tors. Their merged post-collision product will sometimes
be a high-mass star. These collisional products will con-
trast with normal high-mass stars, which are relatively
rich in Li. Thus, we predict a small population of Li-rich,
rapidly rotating single stars will result from the collisions
within very wide binaries. We find it intriguing that stel-
lar abundance surveys have uncovered potential evidence
of such a population (Cutispoto et al. 2003).
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